8mm Brass Anchors M8 Brass anchors fasteners

8mm Brass Anchors M8 Brass Anchors Fasteners

M8 Brass Anchors M8 brass Drop in anchors 8mm Brass Anchors Fasteners metric anchors Threaded anchors fasteners

- **Rod diameter:** We are manufacturers of M8 anchors form rod dia 10mm
- **Lengths:** 28mm/ 29mm/32mm
- **Colour:** self color
- **Threads:** iso metric go and not go
- **Material:** CZ 121 CW614N Brass for door anchors sleeve anchors dowels plugs concrete anchors

**ADDEESS:**
Conex Brass Screws Fasteners
Plot 10 B GIDC IND Estate Jamnagar 361004 INDIA

**CONTACTS:**
PHONE : 91-22-43449300 / 43449327
FAX : 91-22-22834046 / 40023682
EMAIL : sales@conexscrews.com
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